As you explore building at
Rarity Bay, consider selecting
a home design from our Bay
Home Collection, created
exclusively for Rarity Bay.

Select From the Bay Home Collection
elcome to The Bay Home
Collection, created exclusively
for Rarity Bay.
Once you choose a home plan, you may consider
adding a terrace level, second floor or other
features.
To ensure the integrity and aesthetics of the
community, every design plan in The Bay Home
Collection has been reviewed and pre-approved
by the Design Review Board.
The Bay Home Collection is an exclusive group of
home designs providing property owners with a
variety of high-end home styles and floor plans.

You may choose from:
• The Bord de L’eau Collection*
• The Chambord Collection
• The Parcs Collection*
Each plan enables you to customize your home
to fit beautifully with your personal lifestyle and
vision.
Owners may work with the approved builder
to make final selections on flooring, cabinetry,
plumbing and lighting fixtures. Every plan in The
Bay Collection incorporates features designed
to enhance the overall comfort, convenience,
accessibility and aesthetics of your new home.
*These home plans are approved for specific
neighborhoods only. Contact us for details.

Meet The Bay Home Collection Builder
MCCAMY CONSTRUCTION
Whether building a lakefront home, a mountain retreat
or a coastal vacation destination, McCamy Construction
believes the most important aspect of creating the
perfect home is you — the homeowner. From the
beginning, you’ll find that every member of the
McCamy team leans in, listens and is fully focused on
transforming your vision into reality through inspired

BUILDER IS BEST
McCamy Construction has repeated in 2015 as
Knoxville’s “Best of the Best” in both the new
construction and renovation categories, as selected

design, careful craftsmanship and flawless execution.

by Cityview Magazine. McCamy Construction

McCamy has developed a design/build process that

also took top honors for renovations as chosen

delivers exceptional value and functional beauty while

by the readers of The Knoxville Mercury, a newly

expediting the construction timeline. It’s little wonder

established independent newspaper.

McCamy Construction was named “Best of the Best”
by CityView Magazine three of the last four years —
twice as contractor and most recently in both the new
construction and renovation categories. In addition,
Metro Pulse awarded McCamy “Best of Knoxville”
as contractor in 2014 and Mercury magazine picked
McCamy No. 1 for renovations in 2015.

Grant McMahan | 865-247-7068
grant@mccamyconstruction.com

